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Zonal KM tickets

The KM zone ticket allows its holder to travel on KM trains within a defined area, with
the exception of Słoneczny and other commercial trains.

There are three main KM zones:

zone I bordered by the following stations – Warszawa Ursus Niedźwiadek,
Warszawa Gołąbki, Warszawa Choszczówka, Ząbki, Warszawa Wola
Grzybowska, Warszawa Falenica, Warszawa Jeziorki, Warszawa Mokry Ług;
zone II bordered by the following stations – Pruszków, Płochocin, Chotomów (or
Nieporęt), Zagościniec,   Halinów, Śródborów, Zalesie Górne;
zone III bordered by the following stations – Grodzisk Mazowiecki, Boża Wola,
Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki,  Tłuszcz (or Nieporęt), Mińsk Mazowiecki Anielina,
Celestynów, Czachówek Południowy, Góra Kalwaria.

As per the offer, you can purchase:

1. KM season zone tickets;
2. KM personalised season zone tickets:

          a) monthly,
          b) quarterly.

KM season zone tickets

KM season zone tickets can be purchased at the normal fare or with a reduction:
33%, 35%, 37%, 49%, 50%, 51%, 78%, 93%, 95% or 100% for journeys on the
Masovian Railways trains in line with the valid timetable.

This ticket gives its holder the right to travel within:

1. zone I of KM – for 2 hours;
2. zone I and II of KM – for 4 hours;
3. zone I, II and III of KM – for 6 hours;
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starting from the time indicated on the ticket by the buyer.

The fares for KM season zone tickets valid for travel in the specific zone(s) are flat
rate.

Note! If the journey is delayed beyond the validity period of the KM season ticket,
the passenger may complete the journey after the time specified on the ticket
(provided that the planned arrival of the said train remains within the time specified
on the ticket).

Tour tickets are not sold for travel between stations located within 
zone I of KM.

Terms and conditions of offer § 40 of 'Masovian Railways - KM' transport tariff (TP-
KM)

Table of fares for season zone tickets effective from 1 July 2022.

KM personalised season zone tickets

KM season zone tickets can be purchased at the normal fare or with a reduction:
33%, 35%, 37%, 49%, 50%, 51%, 93%.

KM season zone tickets are valid from the date of issue or the date indicated by the
passenger
subject to a 7-day pre-sale period.

Before starting the first journey, the ticket holder must enter their full name and the
number of their identity document (with photograph) with permanent pen and in a
legible manner (in the space provided on the ticket) - with the exception of the
tickets encoded on the Masovian Card, Without all the above details entered with
permanent pen, in a legible manner, the ticket is not valid. The ticket is only valid
with the document, the number of which is indicated on it. Traveller data can also be
confirmed with mTożsamość or mObywatel system.

It is not permitted to laminate a ticket or to prolong its validity period.

Lost, damaged, laminated or stolen season tickets shall not be reimbursed and
duplicates shall not be issued, even if the loss has been reported to law enforcement
authorities.
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Terms and conditions of offer § 41 of 'Masovian Railways - KM' transport tariff (TP-
KM)
Tables of fares for personalised KM season zone tickets effective from 1 July 2022.
Tables of fares for personalised KM quarterly zone tickets effective from 1 July 2022.
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